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LEADERSHIP
The capacity to harness intellectual and social capital and to convert it into novel and useful things has
become the critical organizational requirement of the age. Organizations need to frame tools, methods,
and approaches that boost creativity and innovation, particularly in the public sector. Creativity is as
scarce as it is important—many organizations are simply short of it. In tandem with innovation, which
creates unexpected value, creativity is now recognized as central to organizational performance. Cre-
ativity does not materialize exclusively in a person’s head but in interaction with a social context. It
flourishes in organizations that support open ideas; the rest stifle creativity with rules and provide no
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slack for change. To be sure, most managers do not suppress cre-
ativity on purpose. Yet, in the pursuit of productivity, efficiency,
and control, they frequently undermine it. The agenda for change
is great.
I. CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION BASICS
Concisely, creativity is the mental and social process of generating
ideas, concepts, and associations. Innovation is the successful out-
come of creativity in the form of desirable and viable products,
services, processes, and, in the case of governments, policy. Inno-
vation begins with creativity. There is a role for management in the
creative process, but it is not to manage it; it is to manage for it. 
Of course, managers can sponsor creative-thinking skills and ex-
pertise, although doing so is costly and lengthy. Instead, they can
make a quicker difference if they boost the intrinsic motivation of
personnel and open doors to diverse perspectives. To manage for
creativity in ways that keep clients, audiences, and partners satis-
fied, managers have five levers: the amount of challenge they give
to personnel to stimulate minds; the degree of freedom they grant
around procedures and processes to minimize hassle; the way they
design work groups to tap ideas from all ranks; the encouragement
and incentives they give; and, the nature of organizational support.
The public sector operates under an exigent set of pressures and
restrictions that make it a far more open system than the private
sector. Since it occupies such a large part of social and economic
life, the public sector should promote with vigor the following min-
imum components of innovation systems:
▪ an organizational culture that values innovation, where there 
is encouragement for personnel to think differently, take 
calculated risks, and challenge the status quo
▪ the adequate resourcing of innovation in line with strategy
▪ a systems approach to management that understands 
innovation as one part of a wider context, appreciates inter
connections, and can conduct systematic analyses of how a 
problem interacts with other problems, parts of the 
organiza-tion, projects, etc.
▪ a performance measurement system that measures the 
innovative pulse of the organization; ensures monitoring and 
evaluation of inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes, and impacts; 
and feeds lessons back to the system
▪ the instigation of incentives and rewards for innovative 
individuals and teams
II. KINDLING INNOVATIVE INTENT IN 
THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Private sector organizations live or die by innovation. To respond
to relentless market pressures and stay competitive, the finest
among them take (and find ways to reduce) risks. They invest in
organizational, technical, and social novelties, and reward 
handsomely for new or significantly improved products, services,
processes, and methods of delivery. To this intent, they cultivate,
replicate, partner, network, or procure to generate incremental,
radical, or transformative (systemic) improvements that sustain 
or alter performance trajectories.
In sharp contrast, too many public sector agencies merely hope for
incremental improvement. “Business as usual—if possible, better”
might be the motto of these near-monopolies. It is rare for innova-
tion to be institutionalized in budgets, roles, and processes. Inno-
vation is typically seen as an optional, technological extra or an
added burden. After all, why should they build public services
around requirements if they can make them match one-size-fits-
all arrangements?
Born of the same mold, civil servants are also short of the discov-
ery skills—e.g., observing, questioning, associating, networking,
and experimenting—that distinguish innovators from administra-
tors. Immobilized by red tape in functional silos, when innovation
happens it is despite rather than because of the way the public 
sector does things. Nobody there ever talks of entrepreneurship as
survival. The risks that are identified are financial, project, and
compliance risks, not the risk of missing an opportunity. This can
no longer do. Except when people's lives are at stake, and agreeing
also that the public realm should remain coherent and a stabilizing
force, precautionary mindsets are not an excuse. To push service-
improving and bottom-up creativity, an organization intent on 
innovating for the future should surely—and undoubtedly can—
staff itself with a reasonable variety of personality types; where
there is a will, there is a way.
Government agencies need to stop counting on people succeeding
despite the odds and instead shift the odds. There are three insep-
arable and mutually reinforcing ways to take innovation in the 
public sector seriously: they pertain to values, resources, and
processes. The first perspective admits that, barring the odd mav-
erick, personnel will not innovate without license: an innovative
culture needs pro-innovation governance and support from the top
to make sure ideas take carriage. The second agrees that, because
a resource is something from which an organization gains profit, 
assigning precisely that will put innovation at the heart of strategy
and equip it. The third declares that, since a business process 
begins with a mission objective and ends with its achievement, 
endowing an organization with management, operational, and sup-
porting processes that improve knowledge brokering of ideas from
generation to selection, implementation, and diffusion will serve
the goal of innovation.
III. DRIVING MANAGEMENT INNOVATION
Some say that management is a maturing technology that has 
witnessed few breakthroughs since Frederick Winslow Taylor and
Max Weber set the ground rules 100 years ago. From their work
and influence, as well as the innovations of contemporaries such
as Henri Fayol, grew the fundamental architecture of multidivi-
sional organizations, personnel divisions, standardized job 
“
Immobilized by red tape in functional silos, when innovation happens it is de-
spite rather than because of the way the public sector does things.
”
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descriptions and work methods, capital budgeting, incentive-based
compensation schemes, and early principles of brand management,
among others.
Gary Hamel notes that the practice of management continues to
entail (i) setting goals and objectives and laying out plans; (ii)
amassing and allocating resources; (iii) identifying, developing, and
assigning talent; (iv) motivating and aligning effort; (iv) coordi-
nating and controlling activities; (v) acquiring, accumulating, and
applying knowledge; (vi) building and nurturing relationships; and
(vii) understanding, balancing, and meeting stakeholder demands.
Of course, all these tasks are central to the accomplishment of 
purpose, hence the common focus of innovation on related areas.
Today, however, the conditions that defined the norm in the past
are less likely to lead to successful prediction: resources have been
redefined, networks thrive, options abound, opportunity reigns,
people want to achieve, adaptation and foresight are a must, and
speed is required.
Functional management has become an artifact of the 20th cen-
tury and many look to innovation in management as a source of
sustainable competitive advantage in the 21st century. Hamel 
defines that as a marked departure from traditional principles,
processes, and practices that govern daily managerial work. It is 
innovation that ultimately changes the practice of what managers
do and how they do it. This distinguishes it from innovation in
products, services, processes, and methods of delivery. To main-
stream ad hoc and incremental management innovation and 
accelerate it, key steps he advocates are to (i) galvanize a question-
ing, problem-solving culture; (ii) commit to big problems; (iii)
search for new principles; (iv) seek analogies and exemplars from
different environments; and (v) build a capacity for low-risk 
experimentation.
IV. DERIVING VALUE FROM BUSINESS MODELS
A business model is the core design—the logic—that enables an 
organization to capture, create, and deliver value to meet explicit or
latent needs. Since the concept of value is integral to business, it
should dominate any discussion of business models. Apart from
the kind of return—with financial profit making up the larger dis-
tinction—there are no reasons public sector organizations should
reap smaller rewards from good business models compared to the
private sector. Public sector organizations deal with the allocation,
production, and delivery of basic public goods and services at the
local, national, regional, or global level. 
Considerable complexity is added by the political context within
which they operate, the heterogeneous nature of most of them, and
the resulting slower rates of structural change. Therefore, in the
public sector, the value of business models would lie particularly
in terms of their ability to help organizations articulate clearly what
they will do and, by the same token, what they will not do. Busi-
ness models can also gauge the consistency between an organiza-
tion's strategic agenda and public needs, help match the latter to
an organization's business processes, make obvious the financial
implications of an organization's delivery chain, support diagnoses
of the need for change and ways that might be achieved, and 
facilitate communication within an organization and both to and
from it.
Mindsets borne of our education, experience, or environment 
instruct us in ways that do not necessarily produce efficient or 
effective problem solving, that is, when they do not perpetuate or
inflame the problem. Exercising mindfulness might help us 
recognize and rework habitual patterns. Since excellence is not an
act but a practice, each of us can develop composite habits of mind
that attend to value, inclination, sensitivity, capability, and com-
mitment—all defined toward behaving intelligently when con-
fronted with challenges. Based on such habits, a high-end inventory
of desirable knowledge behaviors that together would advance 
creativity and innovation might read as follows: 
▪ Ask: checking first to see what already exists; questioning 
accepted wisdom
▪ Learn: contextualizing learning to make it real; connecting and 
taking opportunities to learn; reviewing lessons as one goes and 
applying learning
▪ Share: conveying personal details, roles, and skills; imparting 
experience, evidence, and feedback; communicating 
achievements, outcomes, and pride
Desirable is the operative word. You can give someone means and
opportunities but cannot force that person to avail of them. 
The relationship between motives, means, and opportunities 
explains much human behavior. In respect of knowledge sharing,
a necessary ingredient of creativity and innovation, the three vari-
ables are neither linear not multiplicative: a bottleneck—or con-
straining factor—in any one of them will determine what knowledge
sharing may occur. Evidently, an organization that values knowl-
edge sharing and selects personnel who swear by this value will
equip itself with staff who are positive about sharing to start with;
investments elsewhere may no longer be so urgent because the like-
lihood that the organization's human resource management 
practices fulfill needs will accordingly be higher.
The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily re-
flect the views and policies of the Asian Development Bank, or its Board of Governors
or the governments they represent.
“
You can give someone means and opportunities but cannot force that person
to avail of them.
”
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